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SPECIFICATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION: Housing, ends, and socket supports are formed
BALLAST:  1, 2, 3, or 4 lamp 32W T8, 40/50/55W Biax, or 54W T
minimum .88 NLO Ballast Factor (BF),  THD < 20%, for 120V 6
available. Unlike HID lamps, Fluorescent lamps have is no warm-u
Program start (PS), LLO (BF < .85), HLO (BF > .90), Multiple b
weather, 40 deg C high ambient, dimming, emergency power pac
linear pattern motion sensors are optionally available. 
FINISH: All fixture metal parts other than the reflectors are finished
LOUVER and REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY: Consists of a white stra
reflectors formed into a computer designed optical system, configu
of lamps. For narrow isle light distribution - highly specular 95% ref
lighting, a wide distribution high reflectance 92%+ white reflector is
MOUNTING:  Installed surfaced mounted or suspended from p
Adequate knockouts and holes are provided for mounting and feed
FINISH:  All steel components parts are corrosion protected and co
CERTIFICATION:  U.L. listed and l.B.E.W. Union made.  

HIGH BAY LOUVERED INDUSTRIAL
T8 or T5 – 250/400w HID Replacement 
SURFACE, PENDANT, OR CHAIN MOUNT 

-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 

-32T8 
-54T5 
-40Biax 
-50Biax 
-55Biax 

-120 60 
-277 60 
PROJECT:  
FIXTURE TYPE:  
CATALOG NO.:  
VOLTS:  
BALLAST TYPE:  
DATE:  
APPLICATIONS: A wide variety of configurations provided
the right combination of price and performance for any
industrial Hi or Low Bay application.  Both white and
specular reflectors are available to meet the exact needs of
your project be it a big box retailer, sport facility,
manufacturing area, warehouse aisle, large storage room,
or gymnasium. 
Complies with City of New York Requirements 
Can be configured to meet Federal/State/Local/ and
Utility Rebate Program Requirements. 

 of code gauge cold roiled steel . 
5 HO, fully electronic, parallel instant start, high power factor,
0 Hz operation is standard. MV (120v/277v) and 277v-480v 

p period and re-strike instantly.  
allast for two circuit switching of lamps, 0 deg, -20 Deg cold 
ks, and other ballast types can be used. Omni-directional and 

 in high-reflectance baked on white polyester enamel. 
ight blade baffle louver and a highly specular aluminum 
red to tailor distribution and maximize the output efficiencies 
lective, low iridescent, anodized material is used. For general 
 optionally available.  
endants or aircraft cable, individually or in continuous rows. 
s. 
ated baked white synthetic polyester for maximum durability. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Series  # of 
Lamps  Watts  Volts/hz  Ballast  Options  Options 

HB-
446A  3  32T8  277  IS  BWE LVR  M4 solid Refl 

             
ve., Bohemia, L.I., N.Y.  631
erification, samples, and minimum q

-IS ELB 
-PS ELB 
 

-EML 
-Flexible
feed 
-Motion 
Sensor 
-Hvy Dut
Wire Gua
SERIES HB-446A
.589.9100, Fx 631.589.4584 
uantities. Copyright 2008 

 cord 

y 
rd 

-Stem Kit 
-Chain 
-White Refl 
-Specular Refl 
-Aperture Refl 
-Wire Guard 


